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Collaboration 

Collaboration
Collaboration is the act of people working 
together to achieve a common 
goal. Technology has made team 
collaboration possible for remote 
employees, clients. You could be typing a 
presentation on a document in the cloud 
while your co-worker simultaneously 
enters her edits. Not only is this excellent 
for enhancing productivity, it also fosters a 
sense of teamwork for people who are 
physically apart and may feel isolated.

https://www.monster.com/career-advice/article/remote-workers-relationships
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Why are Collaboration Tools Needed?

Ease of Teamwork

Version History

Faster Turnout

Real-Time Update

Repository

Secured Sharing
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Risks of Not Using Collaboration Tools

Multiple versionTime Wastage Unsecured

Poor Project 
Management
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History of Collaboration Tools
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Categories Collaboration Tools

Communicate with 
Team

Creating Together

Manage Project 

& Tasks

Store Shared 
Files/Folders
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Categories Collaboration Tools

Communicate with 
Team

Creating Together

Manage Project 

& Tasks

Store Shared 
Files/Folders
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MS Outlook

Emails

Calendar Invite

Scheduling 
Assistant

Automatic Replies

Rules & Alerts

Flag Emails

Groups
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Mail, Dictate, Editor 
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Calendar and Scheduling Assistant
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Insights
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Activity 1

You are the CEO of a New Startup. 

An old batchmate of yours referred you to a potential 
client. 

Write an email to the potential client, asking for a 30 
minutes call over Zoom or MS Teams.
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Sample Email

Dear ABC, 

Trust you are doing well.

Received your reference from PQR. I am XYZ, CEO of Next-Gen Solutions based out of 
Mumbai. We specialize in helping business scale digitally. 

I believe our offerings could be of significant value to your firm. It would be great if 
we could connect over a call over Zoom or MS Teams. Please share a convenient slot 
of yours.

Look forward for your response

Regards
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Zoom

Eric Yuan
2012

Hatred of 
Travelling

HSBC
Standardized

2019 Best VC software
4.5 rating
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Zoom

Meetings

Webinars

Cloud Recordings

Whiteboards

Registration/

Attendance

Polls

Branding

Live Stream on 
Youtube
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Scheduling a meeting on Zoom

• Topic – meeting title (and adding a description is optional)
• Select the Date, Time, Duration and Time zone of the meeting to 

be scheduled
• Registration - ‘Required’ option only if you want participants’ 

details i.e., Name, Email id, etc. or else keep it ‘Uncheck’
• Meeting ID – click on ‘Generate Automatically’ if you want to 

create a meeting ID automatically or ‘Personal Meeting ID #’ to 
select your default meeting id. We mostly select ‘Generate 
Automatically’

• Template – for the recurring type of meeting select a template 
from the drop-down list

• Passcode – Only users who have the invite link or passcode can 
join the meeting and always keep the passcode on (by checking it)

• Waiting room - Only users admitted by the host can join the 
meeting

• Keep both Video options ‘off’ (suggestive)
• Audio select ‘Computer Audio’
• Under Options (Suggestive)

• Select ‘Mute participants upon entry’
• Select ‘Automatically record meeting’ if you want to record 

the session
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Meeting Interface
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Creating Poll
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White Boards
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MS Teams

Chat

Calendar Invite

Scheduling 
Assistant

Webinar

Calls

Polls

GIFs/Meme
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Calendar View 
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Scheduling a meeting on MS Teams
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MS Project
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To-Do List
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Agile CRM
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MS Office 365
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Gsuite, Now Google Workspace
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Drives
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Doodle
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Calendly
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Overview

Idea of Calendly 2013 10 million users

Founded in Atlanta,
No longer holds any 

physical office

Raised $350 million at 
a $3 billion valuation

Last year the 
revenue passed 

$100 million
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Creating Slots
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Sample Email with Calendly

Dear ABC, 

Trust you are doing well.

Received your reference from PQR. I am XYZ, CEO of Next-Gen Solutions based out of 
Mumbai. We specialize in helping business scale digitally. 

I believe our offerings could be of significant value to your firm. It would be great if 
we could connect over a 30 mins calls. Please select a convenient slot on the link

View Slots

Look forward for your response

Regards
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Whiteboard Activity 

You are meeting a candidate for an interview. You have to share the insights from the 
candidate’s persona to your senior after the interview. Which Whiteboard will you 
chose? 

You are meeting a client for a diagnostic call to understand their issues and 
requirements. Which whiteboard will you project?

You are the marketing head and need to launch a campaign. You are meeting your 
team for the campaign discussion. Which whiteboard will you project?
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Whiteboard Activity 

You are in the project head and meeting your team members for a project status 
update. Which Whiteboard will you chose? 

You are the Social Media Manager and meeting your content team for updates. 
Which whiteboard would you chose?

You are in the final stage of giving business to a vendor and you are in discussion 
with a reference about them. Which whiteboard would you chose?


